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Francis Walker (1840-1897), the founding 
President of the AEA

Walker ran the 1870 and 1880 
Censuses

Based on this Walker wrote his 
1887 paper “On the Source of 
Business Profits” published in 
the first volume of the QJE.

It claimed management was the 
major source of performance 
differences across US firms.



But the evidence on management is 
limited

“No potential driving factor of 
productivity has seen a 
higher ratio of speculation to 
empirical study”.
Chad Syversson (2011, JEL) 



Part of a research group looking scientifically at 
management, and summarize 15+ years research



Summary key findings

1) Massive variation in productivity across firms

2) About ¼ to ½  variation appears to be due to management 

3) Management driven by regulation, ownership, competition, 
education and knowledge spillovers

4) Managers matter – large fixed effects and variations in style

Great opportunities – huge areas almost nothing is know about. 
Strategy, diversity, work-life balance, manager RCTs etc.  



(1) Productivity – “A Tale of Two Facts”

(2) Management Practices

(3) Management field experiments

(4) Managers (the people at the top)
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Macro Fact: US productivity growth has been 
slowing (where is the IT revolution)?



Source: OECD, Syverson (2018)

Macro Fact: Productivity growth is slowing across 
almost all countries (including Singapore)
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Nick Bloom, Econ 247,  2018

But what exactly is productivity?
Labor Productivity (basically GDP per hour worked):

tititi lvaLP ,,, −=

Three factor TFP (control for capital):

timtiktiltiti mklyTFP ,,,,
3
, ααα −−−=

Five factor TFP (e.g. control for capital, energy and computers):

tictietimtiktiltiti cemklyTFP ,,,,,,
5
, ααααα −−−−−=

Note: va=log(value added), l=log(labor force), k=log(tangible capital), m=log(materials, 
e=log(energy), c=log(IT). If IT included need to remove from tangible capital.



Source: Hsieh and Klenow (2008); mean=1

Micro Fact: Economists also noticed 
massive productivity spreads across firms
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Is this productivity spread just bad data (all 
measurement error) - unlikely

1. Productivity is strongly linked with exit and growth

2. In very homogeneous industries (e.g. boxes, white pan 
bread, carbon black) still see this spread – e.g. Foster, 
Haltiwanger and Syverson, 2008 AER
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Are low macro productivity growth and micro 
productivity dispersion related?

Define a macro productivity as Pt

Where:

ωi,t is the productivity of establishment i in period t (i.e. 
log(labor productivity) or log (TFP))

si,t is the share of establishment i in the economy in period t  
(i.e. the share of employment) 

∑= titit sP ,, ω
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Decomposing productivity
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Within batsman
(each batsman improves)

Between batsman (more time for your best batsman, to 
raise your “batting average”)

14

These two effects are well known to cricket fans
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In economics this led to a recent explosion of 
papers on “reallocation” and “misallocation”



(2) Management Practices – “The Inside Job”



Two ways to collect management data

- Telephone Surveys

- National Statistical Office Surveys



Telephone

Surveys



1) Developing management questions
• Scorecard for 18 monitoring, targets & people management 
practices ≈45 minute phone interview of plant managers 

2) Getting firms to participate in the interview
• Introduced as “Lean-manufacturing” interview, no financials
• Official Endorsement: Bundesbank, RBI, World Bank, BOJ etc. 

3) Obtaining unbiased comparable responses, “Double-blind”
• Interviewers do not know the company’s performance
• Managers are not informed (in advance) they are scored

Survey methodology (Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007, QJE)



Some typical endorsement letters



1) Developing management questions
• Scorecard for 18 monitoring, targets & people management 
practices ≈45 minute phone interview of plant managers 

2) Getting firms to participate in the interview
• Introduced as “Lean-manufacturing” interview, no financials
• Official Endorsement: Bundesbank, RBI, World Bank etc. 

3) Obtaining unbiased comparable responses, “Double-blind”
• Interviewers do not know the company’s performance
• Managers are not informed (in advance) they are scored

Survey methodology (Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007, QJE)



Score (1): Measures 
tracked do not 
indicate directly 
if overall 
business 
objectives are 
being met. Many 
processes aren’t 
tracked at all

(3): Most key 
performance 
indicators 
are tracked 
formally. 
Tracking is 
overseen by 
senior 
management 

(5): Performance is 
continuously 
tracked and 
communicated, 
both formally and 
informally, to all 
staff using a range 
of visual 
management tools

Example monitoring question, scored based on a number of 
questions starting with “How is performance tracked?”

Note: All 18 questions & 50+ examples in http://worldmanagementsurvey.org/

http://worldmanagementsurvey.org/


Examples of 
performance 
metrics – Heathrow



Example of no performance metrics: Textile Plant



Score (1) People are 
promoted 
primarily upon 
the basis of 
tenure, 
irrespective of 
performance 
(ability & effort) 

(3) People 
are promoted 
primarily 
upon the 
basis of 
performance

(5) We actively 
identify, develop 
and promote our 
top performers 

Example incentives question, scored based on questions 
starting with “How does the promotion system work?”

Note: All 18 questions & 50+ examples in http://worldmanagementsurvey.org/

http://worldmanagementsurvey.org/
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Wide spread of management in manufacturing

Average Management Scores, Manufacturing Firms
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Management also varies heavily within countries



These management scores are positively correlated
with firm performance – even with many controls



Now run surveys in 35+ countries and counting 
www.worldmanagementsurvey.com

http://www.worldmanagementsurvey.com/


1. Focus on topics if you feel they matter

2. Take ideas from wherever – we copied McKinsey!

3. Surveys can collect great data (if you are creative)

4. Share data, set-up websites (The “Raj Chetty” strategy)

Four things this experience taught me:



Data sharing website – four examples



MY FAVOURITE QUOTES:

Interviewer: “How many production sites do you have abroad?
Manager in Indiana, US: “Well…we have one in Texas…”

Americans on geography

Production Manager: “We’re owned by the Mafia”
Interviewer: “I think that’s the “Other” category……..although I
guess I could put you down as an “Italian multinational” ?”

The difficulties of defining ownership in Europe



Two ways to collect management data

- Telephone Surveys

- National Statistical Office Surveys



National

Statistical

Office

Surveys



In 2010 raised funding to run a big 
management survey with the US Census



Management and Organizational Practices Survey 2010

It was delivered to ~50,000 
manufacturing plants in 2011 
(asking about 2010) and 
2016 (asking about 2015)

This was quick and easy to 
fill out - and mandatory - so 
74% of plants responded.  

In 2010: covering 5.6m 
employees (>50% of US 
manufacturing employment)



The Management and Organizational Practices survey 
asked about two basic types of management practices

Monitoring: data collection and analysis

Incentives: rewarding high performers, “fixing” low performers

We call intensive use of these practices “Structured management”



The Management and Organizational Practices survey 
asks about performance monitoring e.g.



The Management and Organizational Practices survey 
asks about incentives e.g.



Found a big spread of management (even in the US!)

Note: The management score is the average of the scores for each of the 16 questions,
where each question is normalized on a 0-1 scale (from least to most structured).



Old question: how much is within vs between firms? 

• Need to strip out measurement error - pervasive (in all data) 
and for variance decompositions generates bias

• MOPS 2010 fortunate to have ≈500 plants in which two 
different people responded to the same survey – find ≈45%

Plant 1
(Scranton)

Plant 2
(Boston)

Plant 3
(Cambridge)

Plant 4
(Palo Alto)

Plant 6
(Boise)

Plant 5
(San Mateo)

Firm: A Firm: B



Removing within firm industry and 
geographic variation
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Found about 60% between firms (so 40% within firms)

Note: Dots show the share of management score variation accounted for by the firm with different numbers of manufacturing
establishments ranging from that number to the next value – so for example, 50 plants refers to 50 to 74 plants. After removing the
45.4% accounted for by measurement error. The bootstrap sampled 95% confidence interview shown in grey shading. Sample of
16,500 establishments across the 3100 firms with 2+ establishments in the 2010 MOPS survey. Industry variation captured by 6-digit
NAICS code and geographic variation by MSA dummies (State is the MSA if missing).



Management score strongly predictive for firm 
performance, including long-run growth & survival



So what drives differences in management?

Main focus (policy relevant, good identification):
1) Regulation (via “right-to-work” laws in states)
2) Spillovers (Multinationals)

Other drivers (frankly, hard to get good identification):
1) Education (via land grant colleges)
2) Competition (via trade and ex. rate variations)



Regulation – particularly “Right to work” - is a 
topical issue, with seven states (IN, WI, MI, OH, WV, 
KY and MO) voting on this since 2012



How to Tease Out the Causal Effect of RTW?

First approach: 
Diff-in-diff comparing 
Michigan and Indiana 
(switched 2012) to 
neighboring states 

20102012



RTW Switch Increases Use of Incentives Practices



How to Tease Out the Causal Effect of RTW?

First approach: 
Diff-in-diff comparing 
Michigan and Indiana 
(switched 2012) to 
neighboring states 

Second approach: 
Regression discontinuity over
RTW borders (inspired by
Holmes 1998)



Clear Discontinuity in Incentives Practices

Distance in miles from RTW border

RTW side of the border

Incentives practices



No Discontinuity in non-Incentives Practices

Distance in miles from RTW border

Non-incentives practices

RTW side of the border



Spillovers - Look at impact of winning a “Million 
Dollar Plant” versus being the runner up

Following Greenstone, Hornbeck & Morretti (2010) use Site 
Selection magazine to look at impact of winning an MDP

Magazine has monthly stories about winning county and 
runner up counties, which we supplement with news coverage



Major new plants lead to localized increases 
(spillovers) in management, TFP and employment



Running MOPS style surveys in other countries

53



1. Statistical Offices can be open to new survey ideas

2. Look for semi-random variation – e.g. Right to Work in US

3. There is a lot we don’t know in management!

What this experience taught me:



(3) Management Field Experiments

- India

- China



Almost all management field experiments are on 
micro enterprises

• Examples include Karlan and Valdivia (2015) in Peru; Bruhn, 
Karlan and Schoar (2017) in Mexico; Karlan and Udry (2015) in 
Ghana; McKenzie and Woodruff (2017) in Sri Lanka

• These provide a limited amount (≈50 hours) of basic trainings to 
small firms – e.g. accounting, marketing, pricing, strategy etc.

• This training is provided randomly and performance measured 
before and after the intervention

• Typically find little impact – maybe firms too small, or consulting 
is too poor quality, or it too light?



57

In 2008-2010 I ran a large-firm management 
Randomized Control Trial (RCT)

• Worked with Accenture to provide free management consulting 
to 17 large (≈250 employee) Indian textile firms running 28 
plants

• From these firms 20 “experimental plants” were randomized into 
– 14 treatment plants (1 month diagnostic, 4 months 

consulting) 
– 6 control plants (1 month diagnostic). 

• Then collected 1 year of performance data



Large multi-plant firms operating 24 hours a day



Large multi-plant firms operating 24 hours a day



Intervention aimed at 38 core textile management 
practices in 6 areas



Intervention aimed at 38 core textile management 
practices in 6 areas



Typical organization of one of the textile firms
Directors

Plant 1 
Manager

Workers

Plant 2 
Manager

Plant 3 
Manager

WorkersWorkers

Directors own all equity and occupy the top 
positions (CEO, CFO etc). Across the 17 firms in 
2008 there were 37 directors, of which 36 were 

male and all close family (brothers, sons and 1 wife)

In charge of individual plants. 
Mostly outsiders but some 

family members (e.g. a cousin)

Workers are contract employees, 
who are migrants from poorer states 
(Bihar, Orissa etc). Typically about 

100 per plant across all areas 
(warping, weaving, mending)

Lower-managers covering various 
areas – typically 4 or 5 per plant 

Weaving 
Manager

Quality 
Manager

Inventory 
Manager



Experimental design has four types of plants

Experimental Non-Experimental

Treatment

• 1 month diagnostic
• 4 months intervention,
• Performance and 

management 
measurement

• Management 
measurement

Control

• 1 month diagnostic
• Performance and 

management 
measurement

• Management 
measurement
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Production floor was often cluttered
Before



Before

Production floor was often cluttered



After

After

Clean up the 
production floor



Intervention also focused on data analysis

Before
(not standardized, on loose paper)

After 
(standardized, so easy to 

enter into a computer)  



Yarn piled up so high and 
deep that access to back 

sacks is almost impossible

Different types 
and colors of 

yarn lying mixed

Yarn without 
labeling, order or 
damp protection

A crushed yarn cone, which 
is unusable as it leads to 

irregular yarn tension

The organization of inventory

Before Before

Before



After

The organization of inventory



Introduced worker and manager incentives



TFP rose about 20% in treatment plants vs controls

Weeks after the start of the experiment
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Recently went back to these firms – 8 years later – to ask 
what happened next?
BGC and McKinsey claim about 2/3 of all management interventions 
fail in 3 years (e.g. Sirkin et al. 2005)



74

In January 2017 re-contacted all the firms to collect 
follow-up management and performance data

All treatment & control firms agreed to work with us again, aided by:

1) The initial intervention has been beneficial to the firms

2) These are large firms, so had same address and contact details

3) The same Accenture manager and partners worked with us again



In January 2017 re-contacted all the firms to collect 
follow-up management and performance data

But two caveats:

1) We spent only 2 months with the firms because of a limited budget. 
So we collected only basic management and performance data

2) One treatment firm with one plant was closing down after the death 
of the owner (with no sons), so provided limited data



Two extreme views on the long-run persistence



The management intervention was surprisingly persistent
.2
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Notes: Sample comprised of the balanced panel of plants from 2008 to 2017 (11 treatment experimental, 6 treatment non-experimental, 6
control experimental and 2 control non-experimental. The letters on the right are the average predicted values from the 3-person Accenture team 
and 4 co-authors made before re-contacting the firms for the Treatment Experimental (TE) at 0.4, Treatment Non-Experimental (TN) at 0.36, 
Control Experimental and Control Non-Experimental (CE and CN) both at 0.29 respectively.
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Procedure display practices were the least persistent, 
quality and operations monitoring/feedback were the most



Performance improvements also persisted, with firms 
actively increasing consulting & marketing practices



Practices appear to spread out fully in treatment firms
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Note: The three graphs plot the average scores for each of
the 38 questions for the 14 (11 in 2017) treatment
experimental plants (on the x-axis) and the 6 treatment non-
experimental plants (on the y-axis) in 2008 (top-left), 2011
(top-right) and 2017 (bottom-left). The correlations between
these scores for the 38 practices are reported as well on the
graphs.
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1. Working with firms on the ground is great for ideas generation 
(and photos for presentations….)

2. You can be creative – e.g. work with a government agency to 
randomize their management interventions

3. There are massive gaps in the management RCT literature
- Almost nothing on large firms
- Almost nothing beyond simple incentive interventions
- Almost nothing on joint interventions (e.g. HR & operations)
- Whole fields appear to be missed (e.g. strategy, CSR)

What this experience taught me:



Or the role of diversity in firm performance?



Interviewer : “Do staff sometimes end up doing the wrong sort
of work for their skills?”

NHS Manager: “You mean like doctors doing nurses jobs, and
nurses doing porter jobs? Yeah, all the time. Last week, we had
to get the healthier patients to push around the beds for the
sicker patients”

Don’t get sick in Britain

MY FAVOURITE QUOTES:

Don’t do Business in Indian hospitals

Interviewer: “Is this hospital for profit or not for profit”

Hospital Manager: “Oh no, this hospital is only for loss making”



Interviewer : “Do you offer acute care?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am we do”

Don’t get sick in India

MY FAVOURITE QUOTES:

Interviewer : “Do you have an orthopaedic department?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am we do”

Interviewer : “What about a cardiology department?”

Switchboard: “Yes ma’am”

Interviewer : “Great – can you connect me to the ortho department”

Switchboard?: “Sorry ma’am – I’m a patient here”



China working from 
home field experiment



'WORK FROM HOME!!!! EARN 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS MONTHLY!'



Online the image is also negative



And suspicion over WFH was clear in the media 
after Yahoo’s 2013 decision (to ban WFH)



Ran a working from home RCT



Individuals randomized home (even birthdays)

Working at home

Working at home Working at home

Working at home



Home based employees were still actively managed
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Of this 13% found 3.5% from more calls taken per 
minute and 9.5% from more minutes on the phone

Note: All regressions include a full set of individual and week fixed effects, with standard errors 
clustered by individual. Treatment=even birthday. Hours worked from log-in data.



Time on the phone rose 9.5%, 2/3 due from more 
hours per day (better punctuality and less breaks) 
and 1/3 from more days worked (less “sick” days)

Note: All regressions include a full set of individual and week fixed effects, with standard errors 
clustered by individual. Treatment=even birthday. Hours worked from log-in data.



Second, quit rates drop by 50%
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Third, choice doubled the impact – after the 
experiment the firm let all employees choose
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WFH raised profits by $1900 by person per year, 
leading CTrip to roll out WFH
Reduction in costs per employee WFH per year from :

– Rent: $1,200
– Hiring and training: $400
– Wages (per call): $300

So obvious question is why CTrip 
(or any other firm) did not do this 
before?



1. Exploit random chance – I met James sitting in my class

2. In management also consider the less obvious topics –
maternity and paternity leave, job-sharing, diversity etc

3. Measure everything – we asked Ctrip to record everything!

What this experience taught me:



Limited performance tracking in African firms

Interviewer “What kinds of Key Performance Indicators
do you use for performance tracking?”

Manager: “Performance tracking? That is the first I hear
of this Performance tracking. Why should we spend
money to track our performance?”

Interviewer “How do you identify production problems?”

Production Manager: “With my own eyes. It is very easy”



Some rather weird quotes

The bizarre

Interviewer: “[long silence]……hello, hello….are you still
there….hello”

Production Manager: “…….I’m sorry, I just got distracted by a
submarine surfacing in front of my window”



(4) Managers –

Well management practicesGreat managers?

Indra Nooyi



Actually three strand of literature – e.g.

• Management practices: Ichniowski, Shaw and Prenushi (1997), 
Black and Lynch (2001), Bloom and Van Reenen (2007), 
McKenzie and Woodruff (2012), Bloom, Eiffert, Mahajan, 
McKenzie and Roberts (2013), Chandra, Finkelstein, Sacarny & 
Syverson (2016), Bruhn, Schoar and Karlan (2016), Braguinsky, 
Ohyama, Okazaki and Syverson (2016), Giorcelli (2016)

• Managers: Bertrand and Schoar (2003), Bennesden et al. (2007), 
and Lazear, Shaw and Stanton (2014), Bender et al. (2016), 
Kaplan and Sorenson (2016), Bandiera et al. (2017), Gow et al. 
(2017)

• Theory: e.g. Lucas (1978), Brynjolfsson and Milgrom (2013) 
Caselli & Gennaioli (2013), Guner, Parkomenko, & Ventura 
(2016), Akcigit, Alp & Peters (2016), Halac & Prat (2016), 



Bertrand and Schoar (2003, QJE)

Build a panel dataset tracking managers across S&P500 publicly 
traded US firms, allowing for firm and top manager fixed effects

Average size of firms about 10,000 employees – so impact of 
strategy by the top managers. They find:
1. Manager fixed effect exist (but R2 about 2%, but very 

significant), for M&A, dividend policy, debt ratios & cost-cutting

2. Managers have styles - more/less aggressive, internal/external 
growth focus. These correlated with CEO birth cohort & MBA

3. Managers are also absolutely “better” or “worse” – performance 
fixed effects exist, linked to compensation & governance



Perez-Gonzalez (2006, AER)
• Looks at the 335 management transitions in US publicly 

quoted firms (1980-2001) with concentrated family holdings

• Find the announcement that the founding CEO will step-
down leads to:
• Big stock rise if the next CEO is not a family-member
• Big drop if the next CEO is a family member, driven by 

the family members from “non-selective colleges” 
(defined as outside top 189 US Colleges)

• Related paper (Bennedsden, Mortenson, Perez-Gonzalez 
and Wolfenson, 2007 QJE) looks at family CEOs in 
Denmark, using gender of first born as an instrument, 
finding large negative impact of family CEOs



Lazear, Shaw and Stanton (2014)
• Look at detailed micro data on workers and team 

managers in a large service firm (i.e. call center type place)

• Find large “boss-effects” – going from top to bottom 10% 
equivalent to adding 15% more workers to the team

• Good bosses also reduce workers quit rates and worth 
about 1.75 workers (also about their salary difference)



Other broad types CEO papers
1. CEO performance papers (just discussed)

2. CEO behavior papers (e.g. Kaplan and Sorenson (2016), 
Malmendier and Tate (2009), Mullins and Schoar (2013))
- “people” or “technical”
- “over optimistic” vs “rational”

3. CEO time use (Mintzberg, 1973), Bandiera, Hansen, Pratt 
and Sadun 2018) – micromanagers vs coordinators 



Summary key findings

1) Massive variation in productivity across firms

2) About ¼ to ½  variation appears to be due to management 

3) Management driven by regulation, ownership, competition, 
education and knowledge spillovers

4) Managers matter – large fixed effects and variations in style

Great opportunities – huge areas almost nothing is know about. 
Strategy, diversity, work-life balance, manager RCTs etc.  



More research, policy briefs & media available here 
www.worldmanagementsurvey.com

http://www.worldmanagementsurvey.com/
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